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Londres Pour Les
Enfants
London For Kids

Mary Leviandier

Mom blogger for more
than 1o years author of
the blog London for
Kids. Author of the
guide « Londres En
Famille (Editions
Graine2)

Being in London is a party with
children !
London for children is primarily a blog dedicated to London and having
fun in London.
This blog was created out of a passion for London ! It’s primary virtue was to identify
all the kid friendly places for kids in the British capital. In strollers, in the subway,

Mom of two girls,
Elijah (9 y.o) and
Stella-Rose (13 y.o)

in a bus, or on foot, we toured London in search of the most Kid Friendly attractions! We
tried restaurants, hotels, museums, and then share our favourites with our readers.

When we are in London, we are never short of ideas !
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We love to travel and not just to
London, we share our travels
and our travel tips

We love life, we love
blogging, and I like telling
you about me :-)

Regular articles on the events
in London, places to go
out…

1!

« I decided to create
this cite after
traveling to London
alone with my
daughter, StellaRose who was only
18 months old. At
that time there was
no cite advising of
Kid friendly venues
in London… »
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Why I love blogging
I love to blog… for 12 years.
I love to blog because I love to write, I write in
Moleskine© notebooks, on scraps of paper, in my
MacBook, and sometimes on the back of my hand.
In twelve years, I have seen a change in the world of
blogging, right or wrong, sometimes good,
sometimes less than good.
Blogging has taught me to get to know other people,
to express my pain with words, to get a sense about
other people, and it’s taught me a lot about myself.
Blogging has allowed me to meet people I would
have never otherwise met, blogging has allowed me
to meet new friends as well as permitted me to
« keep in contact » with distant friends.
Blogging has been a sort of therapy for me, when the
need to write and create became too strong.
Blogging makes me stressed on Sunday night when I
have not yet written my entry for Monday morning.

Blogging makes me
happy and fulfilled
and offers me a life
after work when I
need to escape.

My blog is my baby, it’s given me the
opportunity to travel, to share, and to
discover the world !

Travel in family
Vacations, and certainly
trips are therapeutic for
adults, but they represent
a lot more for children
traveling with their
parents. Depending on
the chosen destination, family trips arouse a childs
imagination and open doors to new places, cultures,
and new backgrounds.
Traveling is already open to the world !
This family time
(undoubtedly quality time)
also offers a way for
children to relieve the
stress of their daily lives at
school.
Family holidays allows
children to build special holiday memories, that they
will take with them and remember throughout their
entire lives.
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The Blog In Numbers
Social Network Audience: 50K followers
27K Instagram followers - 11K twitter Followers
500.000 pages seen each month
145.000 unique visitors each month

On parle de nous…
contact:
Mary Leviandier
londrespourlesenfants@gmail.com
+33 6 60 05 36 75
twitter @MaryLeviandier
londrespourlesenfants@gmail.com

